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Il saggio utilizza un approccio comparativo per studiare l'affrancamento e la formazione di comunità di liberi di colore nella colonia spagnola di Cuba, nella Virginia inglese e nella Louisiana francese, avvalendosi di fonti quali i regolamenti locali, gli atti dei processi per acquisire la libertà e le petizioni di manomissione. L'obiettivo è comparare il diritto a partire dal basso, utilizzando essenzialmente i regolamenti delle legislature locali, le rivendicazioni degli schiavi nei tribunali, le interazioni tra le persone ordinarie e i livelli inferiori delle autorità governative. A livello locale è possibile analizzare i modi con cui gli schiavi approfittano del gap tra le leggi e le pratiche e afferrare i significati delle relazioni razziali a partire dalla quotidianità. Malgrado gli stereotipi legati alla schiavitù divennero razziali in tutto il Nuovo Mondo, ci sono delle differenze tra le varie aree, in particolare modo legate alla facilità di manomissione e quindi alla creazione di status intermediari. Il saggio analizza come queste differenze si manifestavano, determinando le possibilità per i liberi di colore – e coloro che volevano esserlo – di presentare reclami legali.

Our paper takes a comparative approach to the study of manumission, freedom suits, and the formation of communities of free people of color in the Spanish colony of Cuba, the British colony of Virginia, and the French colony of Louisiana, drawing on local statutes as well as trial records of freedom suits and manumission petitions. We attempt to compare law «from the bottom up»: regulatory efforts by local legislatures; slaves' claims in court; trial-level adjudications; and interactions among ordinary people and low-level government officials. At the local level, it is possible to see the way slaves took advantage of the gap between rules and enforcement, and to fathom racial meanings at the level of day-to-day interactions rather than formal rules. Although all over the New World stereotypes of slaves became racial, some differences persist, particularly with respect to the ease of manumission and hence creation of intermediate status groups under slavery. We explore how these differences manifest themselves in the opportunities available for free people of color – and those wishing to be free – to make legal claims.

QUADERNI STORICI 148 / a. L., n. 1, aprile 2015
It was on July 15, 1737, that François Tiouco, a freedman of the
«Senegal nation» resident of New Orleans, managed to formalize an
agreement to secure the freedom of his wife, Marie Aram, who was at
the time a slave of the recently created Hospital of St. John, or L'Hôpital
des pauvres de la Charité. We do not know when Marie Aram became
slave of the hospital. It is possible that she was bequeathed to the
institution by Jean Louis, the French boat builder who in 1735 left most
of his estate to create the hospital, although the will does not contain a
detailed inventory of his possessions. Nor do we know how long before
his marriage took place Tiouco had arrived in New Orleans. Tiouco was
apparently an «affranchy» who had obtained his freedom by fighting in
the Natchez war against the Indians.

Tiouco’s agreement was fairly onerous. In order to obtain Aram’s
freedom, he committed to «work and exert himself for it and do all that
he may be ordered and commanded to do at the said hospital for the
service of the poor and sick» during six consecutive years, beginning
on January 1738, «during which time he will work at the said hospital
without any remuneration whatever, being fed with provisions of the
country and supported as the Inspector wills». The hospital’s represen-
tatives, in turn, promised at the end of the contract to «give and remit
liberty to one Marie Aram, negro slave of the said hospital, wife of the
said Tiouco». Despite the many obvious uncertainties involved in an
agreement of this sort, Tiouco and Aram succeeded in their endeavor.
On March 6, 1744, the hospital’s officials certified that the couple
had «worked and served the hospital well and faithfully» and that in
consequence it was «just to grant freedom» to Aram as agreed. They
also declared that the couple’s intention was to remain working at the
hospital. In order to complete the manumission of Aram, the Director
of the institution petitioned the governor and members of the council
«to confirm and grant freedom to the said Marie Aram, negro, wife
of Francois Tiouco, that in the future she may be free as are all the
subjects of His Majesty in France». Issued by the governor, the commis-
sary of the marine, and by the intendant, the official confirmation
ratified that «as a recompense of the good services rendered to the hos-
pital», Aram was indeed free and was entitled to «enjoy the privileges
of persons born free».

A similar official confirmation was required for Will, a Virginia
slave, to be declared free in 1710. Will, described in official records
as a Negro belonging to Robert Ruffin, a resident of the county of
Surry, was deemed worthy of becoming a free man for being «signally
serviceable in discovering a conspiracy of diverse negroes in the said
county, for levying war in this colony». Colonial officials, including the
Lieutenant Governor and the Council of Burgesses of the General
Assembly, considered advisable to reward such «fidelity» as encourage-
ment to other slaves in the future. After disposing that the owner be
compensated, they certified that «the said Negro Will, is and shall be
forever hereafter free from his slavery, and shall be esteemed, deemed
taken, as is hereby declared to be a free man, and shall enjoy and
have all the liberties, privileges and immunities of or to a free negro
belonging». In addition to this, the colonial officials stipulated that Will
could stay in Virginia if he wished to do so.

The intervention of colonial officials was also required in the case
of Cristobal and Jose, two African slaves of the «Mina nation» living in
Havana. In 1691 they petitioned the Lieutenant Governor, Licenciado
Francisco Manuel de Loa, to request their freedom. They explained that
their former owner, Melchor Borroto, had granted them freedom in his
will, but that this provision had not been realized because Borroto had
died with insufficient assets to cover his debts. Instead of being manu-
mitted, as their owner intended, they had been auctioned to another
city resident, Juan Garcia, in 800 pesos. Invoking «the right that assists
us» («el derecho que nos favorece»), Cristobal and Jose «exhibited» the
amount for which they had been auctioned and requested to be declared
«free people not subject to captivity and servitude». They also requested
a certified copy of their petition and of the official’s ruling, so
that they could show it whenever needed and «convenient», and asked
that another copy of the process be kept in the records of the notary
registering their petition, in case the original documents got lost. The
Lieutenant Governor ruled favorably on all the aspects contained in the
petition and declared that Cristobal and Jose were thereafter free.

These cases illustrate the ways slaves across the Americas strove to
secure freedom for themselves and for their loved ones. Regardless of
the legal system and culture, slaves struggled to create opportunities
to change their social status and join communities of free people of
color. The path to legal freedom could involve considerable personal
sacrifice and draconian service agreements, as in the case of Aram and
Tiouco, the denunciation and betrayal of other slaves, as in Will’s ex-
ample, or the unusual savings that some enterprising slaves managed to
accumulate, as Cristobal and Jose did. These examples also highlight
another important commonality across legal jurisdictions: manumission
frequently did not remain a private matter between master and slave,
but a public event that required the intervention of colonial officials
and the creation of public documents backed by the power and the
legitimacy of the colonial state. This article will compare manumission
and the regulation of free people in Cuba, Louisiana, and Virginia in
order to illuminate these commonalities as well as important differences in the three legal regimes.

Slaves’ interactions with legal institutions have taken center stage in a rich new literature on slavery and law in the Americas. During the last two decades, historians and legal scholars have studied the ways slaves participated in the creation of legal meanings, customs, institutions, and rights through legal suits and claims. In contrast to earlier analyses of legal regimes of slavery through legal codes, statutes, precedents, and doctrines, these scholars approach the study of the law not as a fixed set of principles and precepts, but as a contentious social and political space in which different interests, including those of slaves, constantly collided.

By focusing on slaves’ legal activities and strategies, historians have also questioned traditional dichotomies regarding “Anglo-Saxon” versus “Latin American” slavery as set forth most famously by Frank Tannenbaum. The law was central to these foundational differences. In Latin America, slavery developed under the influence of a well-established body of ancient law, of Roman and canonical roots, that conferred on slaves a legal and moral personality. In “Anglo-Saxon” America, by contrast, slavery developed in the absence of a previously established legal system, so the planters were free to treat slaves as chattel. Slaves had no rights under the law, their families enjoyed no legal recognition, and their marriages had no civil effects. Whereas law and custom favored freedom in Latin America, the social and legal environment in “Anglo-Saxon” America was hostile to freedom, such that “being a Negro was presumptive of a slave status.”

Revisionist historians in the 1970s-1990s criticized Tannenbaum for a focus on legislation that provided a misleading top-down history without sufficient attention to the conditions of slavery on the ground. The “New Social” historians demonstrated the brutality of Latin American sugar plantations, the persistence of racial hierarchy and inequality in Latin America after emancipation, and the lack of enforcement of paternalistic laws about slave treatment. They pointed to demographic factors to explain variations in slavery regimes – for example, imbalances in sex ratios to explain higher rates of interracial marriage or sex, and fluctuations in commodity prices to explain changing rates of manumission.

Thus, for several decades, historians of slavery in both the United States and Latin America de-emphasized the centrality of the law to the culture and economy of slavery. But as they studied slaves and their initiatives, actions, and social networks, social historians inevitably reencountered the law, which shaped many important aspects of slaves’ lives. The recent scholarship on the legal history of slavery builds on this body of work and studies the formation and evolution of legal regimes through the contentious interactions of slaves, masters, judges and other jurists, government officials, and sometimes free blacks.

Through the prism of these interactions, former distinctions between “Anglo-Saxon” and “Latin” America lose salience. What scholars find everywhere are slaves’ remarkably similar attempts to exploit whichever openings were available to improve their lives. As one historian states, “[d]espite different legal traditions, the destinies of discrete groups of Africans and their descendants in cities throughout the Atlantic world were remarkably similar. By developing similar ideas and attitudes, these slaves succeeded in creating spaces that allowed them to change their own social and legal conditions.”

Yet that slaves reacted similarly to openings in the legal and institutional settings they encountered does not mean that opportunities were similar across the Americas or that the legal culture in which slaves operated was irrelevant. Slaves lived within legal and institutional cultures that were, in fact, vastly different. These different legal regimes did have a significant impact on slaves’ lives and their opportunities to achieve freedom. In particular, varying opportunities for manumission meant significant variation in the formation of communities of free people of color, which would have legal and political reverberations through the centuries.

Each slave who managed to escape slavery represented a crack in the strict racial hierarchy that colonial legislators and slave owners had carefully constructed in Havana, Virginia, and Louisiana between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. Colonial legislators in each of these settings went to great lengths to create a rigid association between African ancestry and slave status. The existence of free people of color undermined this link and created a problematic intermediate group in what was conceived as a perfect dichotomous order of free white masters and enslaved and socially debased black servants. Furthermore, communities of free people of color challenged the racial order in other ways as well. Some free people of color accrued property and social status, and many mixed freely with whites as well as slaves, including having sex and even intermarrying across the color line, blurring not only lines of status but race as well. «Mulattoes» made up a disproportionate number of free people of color, and even in a jurisdiction that sought to restrict their ability to mix with whites, like Virginia in the eighteenth century, the court minute books are filled with presentations for «fornication» and «bastard bearing» by white women and «negroes» or «mulattos».
The level of manumission in a society should not necessarily be seen as an indicator of friendly «attitudes» towards slaves. It is undoubtedly true that Iberian masters freed their slaves in greater numbers than did the British not because of «the mystique of the Portuguese or Spanish soul», but for a variety of demographic and economic as well as legal and religious reasons. Iberian colonies lacked the steady stream of European migration to the British American colonies, so free people of color performed interstitial economic roles that might otherwise have been filled by white immigrants\(^4\). The boom and bust cycles of the Iberian colonial economies provided incentives for manumission as did the prospect of slaves working hard and paying a high price for self-purchase\(^5\). Yet while manumission may not have been the consequence of favorable views of the slaves, or lack of racial prejudice, it is certain that manumission helped to shape the resulting regimes of slavery and race. As Frank Tannenbaum argued long ago, manumission «influenced the character and outcome» of slave systems\(^6\).

The formation of sizeable communities of free people of color not only subverted the negro-slave association, but tempered attempts to turn people of African descent into a class of disenfranchised and socially dead subjects. Many of the slaves who managed to obtain freedom, frequently by purchasing it, did so with the assistance and support of kin and other free blacks. The size and economic wellbeing of the free black community was critical in this regard, as it provided the networks, institutional access, and frequently resources needed to escape the slave condition\(^7\). Furthermore, scholars of Latin American independence frequently explain the elimination of legal caste systems in the region as a byproduct of the size and political might of its free colored communities, a process that can be understood as one of Tannenbaum’s «ultimate» and most consequential «outcomes»\(^8\).

A careful analysis of manumission and the regulation of free people of color is therefore central to the study of the slave and racial legal regimes of Havana, Virginia and Louisiana\(^9\). The point is not to establish whether planters and legislators in each of these territories had a friendly or hostile attitude towards manumission. As the examples mentioned above illustrate, at least under certain circumstances, colonial officials and owners agreed that granting freedom to some slaves was, at the very least, advisable, if not precisely desirable. And as those examples show, slaves ingeniously sought to take advantage of whatever opportunities were available, or to fabricate those opportunities, in order to obtain freedom. Furthermore, all three jurisdictions developed communities of free people of color in certain locations: Havana, New Orleans, and the Eastern Shore of Virginia. But as we shall see, the opportunities available to become free and to exercise one’s freedom shifted over time and across space. Behind the apparently similar stories of Francois Tociou and Marie Aram, Will, and Cristobal and Jose, there were vast, significant, and consequential differences.

Legal Regimes of Manumission

The presence or absence of well-developed legal precedents helped to determine slaves’ opportunities to become free. Ironically, the same legal culture that allowed slaveowners in Havana (and in the Iberian colonial world more generally) to create a discriminatory legal regime against «negros», prevented them from constructing the neat racially-stratified order that they sought to build. Although Iberian legal precedents gave local elites an important resource in their efforts to entrench racial distinctions in law, Cuban colonists also inherited a robust institution of manumission, already deeply entrenched in the legal and slaving practices of Mediterranean Spain and Portugal. By contrast, the French colonizers of Louisiana had already determined, based on their experience in the Caribbean, that manumission and intermarriage should be carefully restricted; their legal precedents in the Code Noir dictated a far different approach to freedom for blacks than that of the Spanish. Virginia’s lack of legal precedent initially worked in favor of Africans’ efforts to gain freedom and to make their way in colonial society. While manumission and intermarriage were unregulated, a significant community of free people of color developed in the Chesapeake Bay. This community became such a threat to Virginia elites, however, that by the close of the seventeenth century, colonists had cracked down on manumission, intermarriage, and the rights of free people of color, so that eighteenth century Virginia looked more like Louisiana, with only a handful of manumissions over several decades.

Iberian colonists inherited a legal regime in which a variety of customs had established that slavery was not necessarily a permanent condition\(^10\). In Spain, although the widespread practice of «rescate» or ransom, by which Christians and Muslims liberated coreligionists either through payments or through the exchange of enslaved «captives», rarely extended to sub-Saharan slaves, it did make freedom purchasing a frequent and unremarkable legal practice\(^11\). African slaves seized opportunities to free themselves through a variety of well-known and time-honored practices and legal means, so that by the mid-sixteenth century the slave centers of Iberia – Seville, Lisbon, Valencia – were home to large communities of free people of African origin\(^12\).
Manumission in the Iberian colonies was deemed a private matter, a logical extension of the slave owners' right to do with their slaves as they wished. Slaves obtained freedom either through freedom letters or by wills, both of which were issued by slave owners. Only exceptionally did state authorities intervene to decree the liberation of a slave, which happened when manumission was disputed or litigated. Although masters were not compelled legally or morally to grant freedom to their slaves, manumission was considered a pious act and both freedom letters and testamentary freedoms were couched in the language of religion and piety, as services to God. Although some scholars are skeptical about the importance of religious motives, given the high proportion of self-purchases in all manumissions, profit and piety were not necessarily contradictory. The manumission of a few select slaves in wills suggests that most masters wanted to keep the services of their slaves during their lifetimes, but perceived virtue in bestowing freedom on a worthy bondsman.

No known legislative effort was made to restrict manumission in the Spanish colonial empire. Although some Mediterranean practices were lost under the weight of Atlantic slavery - such as the careful interrogation of slaves, practiced in Valencia, to determine if they had been properly enslaved - manumission was neither questioned nor curtailed. On the contrary, from the early decades of the colonial expansion, legislation dealt with manumission and self-purchase as ordinary social practices. A Royal cedula of 1529 asked the governor of Cuba whether it was expedient to give freedom to slaves after they had served some time and paid a given amount. Neither the possibility of giving freedom to the practice of the slaves paying for it were questioned or treated as polemical issues. Manumission was clearly regulated in the Siete Partidas and numerous colonial regulations ratified their validity in questions of slave management. For instance, a Royal cedula from 1540 ordered that slaves who claimed to be free were to be heard by the audiencias, the highest courts in the colonies. This provision built on the traditional doctrine, clearly established in the Partidas, that slaves who claimed to be victims of egregious abuses had the right to be heard in court. When Santo Domingo authorities wondered if allowing slaves to marry entitled them to freedom, the King's Council replied by invoking the laws of this Kingdom, particularly the Law 1, Title 5, Partida 4 which clearly stated that marriage did not confer freedom on slaves.

Most manumissions took place through self-purchase. 74 percent of all manumissions performed in early seventeenth-century Havana involved payments, whereas freedom was conferred gratis - that is, as a reward for past services or due to other personal considerations - in 17 percent of all cases. Most of these non-payment manumissions were testamentary and took place only after the death of the owner. The other cases, about 9 percent of the total, were conditional manumissions that typically involved various services and obligations for the slave. The proportion of self-purchases was lower in sixteenth-century Lima (48 percent) and Mexico (36 percent), but still considerable. In eighteenth-century Havana, self-purchases represented about 80 percent of all manumissions.

Women managed to purchase and obtain their freedom in proportions significantly higher than men. They represented 65 percent of all slaves who managed to obtain freedom at the turn of the seventeenth century (1585-1610) in Havana and they continued to outnumber men a century later. The gender gap was particularly noticeable among Africans, among whom women represented three-quarters of those obtaining freedom, despite the fact that among slave imports women were always a minority. The prevalence of women, a common feature of manumissions in the Iberian colonies, was linked to several factors. First of all, women performed occupations that allowed them to accumulate savings at a higher rate than men. Women were also preferred for domestic work, which provided intimate access to the owner's family. There is evidence that female slave owners favored women in manumissions, probably those who were under their direct supervision in the thoroughly gendered domestic sphere. Among African slaves manumitted in early colonial Havana (1585-1610) by mistresses, women represented a whopping 92 percent. They were also favored by male slave owners (68 percent), although in a lesser proportion.

The prevalence of women in manumissions had important long-term consequences. Since children followed the social condition of the mother, the progeny of these women would be free. The principle of partum sequitur ventrem guaranteed that slaves' children would remain enslaved, but the same doctrine applied to freed women's children, even if the fathers were enslaved. Many of the women who managed to obtain freedom were of reproductive age (the average age of manumitted women in Havana, 1585-1610, born in the island was about 14 years of age, for Africans 37.5) and this led to higher reproduction rates among the free colored population and to the consolidation of free communities of color in many Iberian cities since early colonial times.

Other factors contributed to the consolidation of these free-colored communities. Since most manumissions were in fact freedom-purchases, children were frequently preferred. In addition to family considerations and love, manumission prices were considerably lower for children, so parents and other relatives targeted them. The manumission
purchase price of a five-year old slave was about half of the price that a prime-age slave in her twenties had to pay for freedom. In early colonial Havana, the average manumission age for slaves born in the island or criollos (who represented about half of total manumissions) was only 10 years old. Indeed 68 percent of criollos who obtained manumission were 10 or younger. These children were born under slavery, but spent almost all their lives as free.

It is possible that many of the children who escaped slavery at such young ages were related to the slaveowner or to members of the slaveowners’ social circles. It is worth noting that as early as the turn of the seventeenth century, a quarter of the slaves obtaining freedom in Havana were described as “pardos” or “mulatos”, the offspring of interracial sexual unions. It is also noteworthy that in 28 percent of these cases, the manumission price was paid by a white resident who did not acknowledge any family relation with the child. Finally, many of the relatively scarce manumissions that were given gratis benefited children who were described as racially mixed. Such was the case of Juanica, a one-year old mulatto that prominent Havana vecino Hernán Manrique de Rojas manumitted gratis in 1602 and who was the daughter of one of his own slaves, María “mulata”. It was also the case of Francisca “of pardo color” “de color pardo”, manumitted gratis in 1691 to reward services rendered by her mother. The female slave owner, however, also acknowledged that Francisca was a “naturally daughter” of her unmarried son, Juan Rodriguez. That is, Francisca was the granddaughter of the slaveowner.

Some customs and practices facilitated self-purchases, and ended up shaping the contested legal contours of manumissions. Since the sixteenth century there is evidence that slaves and masters sometimes agreed on a manumission price that, once established, could not be altered. What this means in practice is that whenever such slaves were later sold, donated, or mortgaged, it was always on conditional terms: the new owners could not refuse manumission if the slave was able to pay the amount agreed. Nor could the original owner go back on the agreement. Frequently notarized, these agreements transformed a master’s prerogative into a slave right, one that the slave could invoke and exercise even against the will of the owner. The notarized receipt issued by Havana resident Juan Gonzalez Junco in 1690 exemplifies this point. Junco declared that his twenty-year old slave Juana had asked him to “give her freedom” if she paid 300 pesos for it, that he had “agreed to do it” and that Juana had already paid 150 pesos. Upon issuing the receipt for this amount, Junco declared to be “obligated by law to concede her freedom whenever my slave Juana gives me rest to complete the said 300 pesos”. Although freedom was still presented as a master’s concession (“otorgarle la dicha libertad”), it had become a legal obligation that the owner could not evade. Juana had acquired the right to become free whenever she completed payment.

Juana’s case is also illustrative because, by paying half of her price, she achieved an anomalous and hard to define social status that afforded her the possibility to claim some additional rights. Since the sixteenth century, some slave sale contracts acknowledged that a slave who had already paid a portion of her price was entitled to compensation in a proportion roughly similar to the paid portion of the price. Known as coartación — from “cortarse” or cutting the price in pieces — this institution had the rather unsettling effect of creating a set individuals who were neither fully enslaved nor free. They constituted a middling category of uncertain and highly contentious legal and social standing. A good example of this may be the case of Esteban Barrios, a person described as a “free pardo” in 1694. Barrios was legally free, but in order to complete his payments for freedom he agreed to serve Custodio Hernandez for one year and a half “doing everything” that Hernandez “commanded and ordered as if he were his slave” (“como si fuera su esclavo”). The contract stipulated that Barrios would not perceive any compensation during this period. While the notarized document listed Barrios as free, the contract placed him in a situation that was quite explicitly close to that of a slave.

Needless to say, conflicts over coartación, and manumission more generally, frequently resulted in litigation. Self-purchase often led to disputes over the fair price of a slave — when slave and owner failed to agree on the price of freedom. Estate settlements also led to frequent legal contests, as in the petition initiated by Cristobal and Jose Mina in 1691 Havana. The town council of Havana, which functioned as a court of appeals, heard more than twenty manumission-related cases between 1650 and 1700. Litigation continued in the eighteenth century. A study of 1,320 freedom letters in Havana (1700-1770), found that in 102 cases the slaver had been forced to litigate their freedom. Outsiders often intervened in this contentious process. Private individuals sometimes provided support for the slave by lending money or by serving as guarantors. Colonial officials also played a role, dispensing royal justice, mediating between masters and slaves, and providing paths, however narrow, for slaves to fight legally for freedom.

For example, one exceptional path to freedom was created by slaves who moved between different imperial jurisdictions and who claimed to do so for religious reasons. Just as some slaves used their past experience in the Iberian colonies and their condition as baptized Chris-
tians to demand freedom in seventeenth-century Virginia, slaves who escaped from the English and the Dutch used religious reasons – the embracing of Catholicism – to press freedom claims in Havana. In 1681, for instance, the slave Felipa petitioned the town council of Havana for her freedom «because she ran away from Jamaica from the power of the English, whose slave she was»⁴⁹. A Royal Cedula of 1750 ratified that three slaves who had escaped precisely from Jamaica were free. The Royal Cedula mentioned that this was the established legal doctrine and that numerous royal regulations prescribed that slaves who found «refuge» in the Spanish territories from «foreign colonies» were to be given freedom⁴⁸.

Whatever route they took, a significant number of enslaved Cubans found their way to freedom in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, so that by 1770, Havana at least had a well-established community of free people of color. Although small communities of free people of color developed both in New Orleans and on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, they were small compared to Havana’s, in large part because of a restrictive regulatory regime established in both jurisdictions in the eighteenth century.

A few free people of color arrived in the Louisiana Territory among the first immigrants. Marie, a domestic servant, and Jean-Baptiste César, a laborer, arrived in 1719, and several other free people of color appear in the earliest court records in the 1720s: Raphael Bernard, Simon Vanon, and John Mingo. Mingo was a runaway slave from South Carolina declared free by the director of the Cantillon Concession; he then purchased his wife Therese on installment, using his wages from managing a plantation⁴⁸. However, a much greater number of Africans arrived in New Orleans as slaves, about 7000 between 1718 and 1735⁴⁸. For these people, the paths to freedom were considerably narrower than those existing in early colonial Havana. It was not impossible for slaves to become free in French Louisiana. But opportunities were few.

Compared to the original version, the Louisiana Code Noir of 1724 was very restrictive concerning manumissions. Whereas the 1685 Code authorized any master twenty years old to manumit a slave without state interference, by the time the 1724 Code was promulgated, the legal regime of manumissions in the French Caribbean colonies had become considerably more restrictive. Claiming that slaves resorted to illicit means to secure funds for self-purchase, by 1711 the Intendant and the Governor of Martinique and Guadeloupe ordered that owners could not set slaves free without their authorization. A royal confirmation followed two years later, nullifying any manumission that was not officially sanctioned and prescribing that illegally freed slaves would be sold for the King’s profit. The Louisiana Code followed this restrictive doctrine. It allowed manumission only if the master was twenty-five years old and secured the authorization of the Superior Council. According to article 50 of the Code, the Council would only authorize manumissions «when the motives for the setting free of said slaves, as specified in the petition of the master, shall appear legitimate to the tribunal». Manumissions performed without proper official authorization were «null». In such cases the slaves would be confiscated and sold for the benefit of the Company of the Indies⁵⁰.

As the case of Marie Aram and Francois Tiocou shows, slaves made the best of this restrictive legal regime to secure freedom. Gwendolyn Midlo Hall’s comprehensive database of all surviving records of Africans and African Americans in Louisiana shows 119 manumissions during the French period. Some slaves managed to obtain freedom by performing important public services, particularly in cases involving public order. Slaveowners across imperial lines rewarded a few slaves with freedom when they participated in colonial defense or, in the case of Will from Virginia, when they denounced or helped quash slave revolts. In 1729, for instance, the Governor of Louisiana granted manumission to about a dozen slaves who supported colonial authorities against the Natchez Indians. The former slaves fought alongside whites against several indigenous groups in the 1730s. Tiocou was one of these slaves⁵¹.

For most slaves, however, the only hope to escape slavery legally was to persuade masters to grant them freedom. This could take the form of an outright manumission, to reward past services, or it could take the form of a freedom purchase. Both forms were discouraged by the Code Noir, but some manumissions did take place. Unlike Havana, where most manumissions involved freedom purchases, in French colonial New Orleans they were rare. Those records that survive pertain to free husbands purchasing their enslaved wives. However, many of the manumissions that claimed to reward previous services may have involved non declared payments, as outright freedom purchases were clearly frowned upon by authorities.

Whether or not payments or family relationships were behind manumissions, slaveholders understood that to win Superior Council approval, they needed to state a different kind of reason: freedom should be granted only for «good and faithful services» or «good and agreeable services». Explicit references to payments are indeed rare. In most cases, as in the 1735 «[m]anumission of Marie Charlotte and Louise, her small daughter, by their master, St. Pierre», freedom was offered «for the services rendered him by said slaves»⁵². In 1762, the Superior Council granted a slaveowner’s petition «to free a negro named Jeaneton, in
reward for her zeal and fidelity in his service». Similarly, a captain in the Colonial Troops petitioned the Governor and the Intendant, «wishing to recognize the faithful services of a negress named Mimi» ⁴⁶. Governor Bienville himself freed an enslaved couple in recognition of twenty-six years of service, in 1733 ⁴⁷.

As in Havana, some of the outright manumissions were granted in wills, and even some agreements between masters and slaves during their lifetime took effect only after the owner passed away. For example, in 1739, «Innegroes Louis and Catharine, acting also for their fellow slaves Jeanne Marguerite, Baptiste, and “little Louis”; as likewise for mulattoes Pierre, Marianne and Françoise», petitioned the Superior Council for a copy of their late master’s will because he had «promised them their liberty» ⁴⁸. The manumission was confirmed two days later by Governor Bienville and Intendant Salmon after an examination of the will ⁴⁹. In 1741, Pantalon, a «negro slave», petitioned the council for his freedom based on his master’s will, although this case involved payment, for the will provided that Pantalon would pay the price «at which he and his family be appraised». They were appraised at «3000 livres». A Mr. Fabry pledged himself as security for the 3,000 livres, and Pantalon, his wife, and children were set free ⁵⁰. Other masters petitioned to free their slaves as they were returning to France or otherwise leaving the colony ⁵¹.

Pantalon’s case is similar to that of Cristobal and Jose Mina, the African slaves who were seeking their freedom in 1691 Havana. In both cases, the slaves had been promised freedom in their master’s will. In both cases, they had to petition authorities to make the will effective; both cases also involved cash payments. Pantalon secured the financial support of a third party, a practice that was common in Havana and in the Iberian colonies more generally.

The main difference, however, is that by law all manumissions in Louisiana had to be confirmed and approved by the Superior Council. Owners were forced to submit a petition and to offer a rationale for their acts. The intervention of authorities was needed even in conditional, future manumissions, such as that of Charlotte, «of Senegal nationality» and her son Louis. The owner, Antoine Meuillon, surgeon of the King, declared before the notary of the Council in 1746 that he «granted freedom» to Charlotte and her son, but that such freedom would take effect only if he left the colony or in case of death, «in such case petitioning the Governor and Commissioner Ordonnateur to confirm her manumissions» ⁵².

It is possible that some private, unsanctioned manumissions, took place, but the social situation of manumitted slaves and of free blacks in general was precarious enough even with papers, so it was to their advantage to make sure that a change in status was properly inscribed in public documents ⁵³. Writing was crucial, and an unsanctioned manumission was, by law, no manumission at all. As Rebecca Scott and Jean Hébrard eloquently state, «words could protect, and words could enslave» ⁵⁴. Slaves knew this. When Louis and Catharine, acting for several fellow slaves, «beseech[ed] a copy or extract of the will of their late master, Captain De Coutillas, who had promised them their liberty», they recognized the value of «freedom papers» ⁵⁵. Although it is possible that there were unrecorded manumissions that swelled the ranks of free people of color, it is doubtful that these were large in number, nor that the people thus freed were truly free.

The legal regime concerning manumissions evolved differently in Virginia. Unlike in Louisiana, which instituted the restrictive Code Noir at the outset of colonial settlement, seventy years passed before the Virginia General Assembly passed any limitation on a master’s right to free his slave, or a free person of color’s right to marry a white person, and effective regulations were not in place until the early eighteenth century. However, between 1705 and 1782, the Virginia legislature shut down the possibilities for manumission and self-purchase, limited the rights of free people of color, ended intermarriage, and greatly increased the penalties for sex across racial lines. So although free people of color had formed significant communities in the small populations of the Eastern Shore in the seventeenth century, these communities lost status and were dwarfed in size by the influx of slaves from Africa in the eighteenth century.

Between the 1640s and 1691, manumissions appear to have been considered, as in the Iberian colonies, a right of the slaveowner, who could grant freedom to a slave without the authorization of colonial officials. The presence of black servants, however, makes it difficult to discern if some of the cases in the General Court of Virginia concerned slaves for life, or Africans subject to terms of service. In 1645, for instance, a master emancipated several blacks in his will and left them some lands as well. It is not clear if they were servants or slaves ⁵⁶. The «negro [s]ervant» John Graweer was «permitted by his said master to keep hogs and make the best benefit thereof», paying half the proceeds to his master and keeping half for himself. Graweer had a child «which he desired should be made a christian», and «by reason whereof» he purchased the child’s freedom in 1641; the General Court decreed that the child should be free from Graweer’s master as well as his mother’s. The records do not reveal whether Graweer was an indentured servant or a slave for life ⁵⁷. In 1668, the court issued a favorable «[j]udgment
for a negro for her freedom" and in 1672, "a Negro man," Edward Mozingo, became free after his indenture was completed. At least some of these servants collected freedom dues after their years of service, just as white servants did.

Local court records in Accomack County and Northampton County, on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, give greater depth to this picture of a free black community with a significant flow of manumissions and freedom suits. A number of free negro planters who settled on the Eastern Shore in the mid-seventeenth century became heads of large families who appear often in the records. The first of these was Anthony Johnson, who may have been in the first shipment of negroes to Virginia in 1620, but by mid-century owned property and slaves in Northampton County. He freed his own slave, John Casar, in 1654, and appears in the records trading cattle, mares, land, and tobacco with other free people of color and whites. Philip Mongom, Domingo Mathews, Bashaw Fernando, Black Jacke, and Nese were all given freedom by will or deed in the 1650s, and slaves continued to win their freedom throughout the seventeenth and into the eighteenth century.

Some of these manumissions are the result of self-purchases or the efforts of others to secure a slave’s freedom; others are less clear in their origins. Philip and Mingo (later known as Philip Mongom and Domingo Mathews), slaves of William Hawley, won their freedom during their four-year hire to planter John Foster that began in 1648. Foster complained that “the Negroes which bee had of Capt. William Hawley were very stubborn and would not follow his business.” Finally, Foster got Hawley to sign an agreement with the two slaves in which they promised to finish their term of service with Foster, after which “they shall be free from their servitude and bee free men, and labour for themselves,” provided they paid Hawley 1700 pounds of tobacco or “one man servant, beinge an able hand.” However, the two were set free early, in 1650, after giving the Northampton County Court information about a local Indian plot to poison English wells.

Extant records of self-purchase agreements suggest a fair amount of autonomy for slaves who purchased themselves, such as Francis Payne, one of the first free people of color in the colony. Philip Taylor had bought “Francisco a Negroe” in 1637, but all later records refer to him as Francis or Frank. After Taylor died, his widow left Payne alone on her old plantation when she remarried, in 1649 deeding him rights to its crops, authorizing him “to use the best means lawfully here can for the further betteringe of the said cropp”, and giving him “the power from tyde to tyde to make use of the ground and plantation”, in return for 1500 pounds of tobacco and 6 barrels of corn at harvest time. Later that year, they signed a self-purchase agreement in which he promised to pay her “three male servants between 13 and 24 years old, each having six or seven years to serve.” Although he was not able to meet the one-year deadline in the contract, he seems to have succeeded in buying his freedom by 1651. A letter from the widow Taylor’s new husband William Eltonhead suggests that he was actively trying to help Payne fulfill the agreement:

After my love to thee etc. I cannot heare of any servants in Yorke. They are all sould. But if you doe get your tobacco in case, I question but to get them, when I come downe againe, and likewise I will bringe downe some case with mee if I can come soone enough, see I rest your lovinge mayster.

Other slaves purchased their freedom in exchange for tobacco, livestock, their own or their children’s labor. William Harman purchased his freedom from William Kendall for 5000 pounds of tobacco in case “cleer of ground leaves or trash.” In Accomaky County in 1671, John West recorded his agreement with his mulatto servant Thomas Webb, promising that Webb would be free after three years of work. In return, Webb promised to pay 1500 lbs. tobacco per year, a cow and a calf; and to bind his daughter to West’s daughter until she came of age. West promised to give Webb’s daughter a mare colt and its female increase; Webb to care for it and receive the male increase. Webb was “free to deal with anyone” but had to provide his own clothing.

For at least a few decades, some slaves appear to have understood that baptism into Christianity afforded them one avenue to freedom. In 1644, a mulatto named Manuel sued before the Virginia Assembly in Jamestown on the basis of Christianity, and in 1661, the Indian boy Metannin was freed, “he speaking perfectly the English tongue and desiring baptism.” Elizabeth Key, the daughter of a white man, Thomas Key, who had returned to England, and an African mother, made her Christianity a fundamental part of her claim to freedom in 1654. Col. Humphrey Higginson testified to an agreement with Thomas Key, to care for her as her godfather. “That shee hath bin long since Christened Col. Higginson being her God father and that by report shee is able to give a very good account of her faith”. Elizabeth Key won her suit, and married her attorney, staying in Virginia rather than returning to England with Higginson.

Several other slaves won suits for freedom based on their Christian baptism, and in other cases, Christian baptism is not the basis for winning a freedom suit, but nevertheless appears to bolster a slave’s case. When John Graweete purchased freedom for his child, he told
the General Assembly that «the desired [the child] should be made a Christian and be taught and exercised in the church of England, by reason whereof he... did for his said child purchase its freedom». The court decreed the child should be free and its Christian upbringing be provided for by Graveree and the child’s godfather. It was thus not surprising that in 1667 the General Assembly decreed that baptism would no longer be the basis for freedom.

Yet even after the passage of the law, Rebecca Goetz suggests that «enslaved people in Virginia were still using baptism as one among many reasons for freedoms». For example, William Catilla, a mulatto, sued Mrs. Margrett Booth for freedom in 1679, because he was «the son of a free woman & was baptized in the Christian faith». Isaiah also remained a reason for treating free people of color as legal persons. For example, John Johnson gave testimony in Somerset County court in 1674 after giving assurance that he was Christian and «did rightly understand the taking of an oath».

Other manumissions took place without any reasons recorded in court. For example, Elizabeth Wathum recorded a manumission in Accomack County Court in 1671 simply by declaring: «I, Elizabith Wathum... do fully acquit and discharge Jeane, a Negro... from any further service either to me or any relating to me, declaring her to be a free woman». A deed by William Kendall in 1679 set forth that «Whereas Capt. Francis Fitt, Deceased, declared in his life time that when he departed this natural life... set his negro Bashaw Free but did not mention ye same in his will, know ye that I doe by these presents sette ye said Bashaw at Liberty, proclaim him to be free of my servitude». Sometimes the court notes that the master has acquiesced to a slave’s petition for freedom. For example, Henry Jackson, who is listed in one court record as «mulatto servant to William Sterling», is noted in 1690 only as «servant to Wm. Sterling, petitioning for his freedom, the suit concluded (with the concession of ye said parties) the said Jackson is to serv the said Sterling one whole year from this day and he to be discharged from his said master’s service with reasonable clothing».

By 1691, as part of broader efforts to limit the rights and standing of free people of color, the Assembly began to take steps to limit manumissions. The very existence of free people of color was described as an «inconvenience» that would produce all sort of negative social practices. The Assembly therefore decreed that no negro or mulatto be after the end of this present session of assembly set free by any person or persons whatsoever, unless such persons... pay for the transportation of such negro or negroes out of the country within six months after such setting them free, upon penalty of paying ten pound sterling to the Church warden of the parish.

The fine was to be used to «cause the said negro or mulatto to be transported out of the country» and to sustain the poor of the parish. Although the act of 1691 did not outlaw manumissions, and freed slaves continued to receive permission to stay in Virginia, the new law signaled official disapproval of the practice and placed an additional burden on slaveowners wishing to manumit their slaves. Further restrictions followed. When in 1712 a slaveowner from Norfolk County «by his last Will set free sixteen Negro Slaves and [gave] them a considerable Tract of Land», the Executive Council submitted the case to the General Assembly, requesting «a law against such manumissions of slaves, which in time by their increase and correspondence with other slaves may endanger the peace of this colony». In 1723, the Assembly passed a law banning manumissions «upon any pretense whatsoever, except for some meritorious services, to be adjudged and allowed by the governor and council». Slaves who were set free without proper authorization were to be seized by the church wardens of the parish and sold back into slavery.

The effectiveness of the 1723 ban is in question. The total number of manumissions between the 1720s and the American Revolution in the 1770s was exceedingly small, perhaps as few as two dozen cases of gratuitous manumission in a fifty-year period, although there continued to be some successful freedom suits in county courts. The Council does appear to have endorsed a fairly lax definition of what constituted «meritorious service», which was at times equated with such vague statements as «faithful service» or «fidelity and diligent service», clauses that were in fact very similar to those invoked in Havana’s manumission letters at the time.

In a few cases, the merits required by law were spelled out in great detail, as in the rather exceptional case of Papaw, a slave who had performed «many extraordinary cure» and who was promised freedom in 1729 «to obtain from him a discovery of the secret whereby he performs the said cures». After Papaw «made an ample discovery of the several medicines made use of by him for that purpose to the satisfaction of the Governor and the Gentlemen appointed by him to inspect the application and operation of the said medicines», he was granted freedom. Papaw also secured an annual pension of 20 pounds, for «the medicines discovered» by him were «tried and found effectuals». 

Most of the slaves who managed to obtain freedom in the General Court, however, did so for more mundane reasons related to "faithful service," just as in Louisiana. Almost all these manumissions were contained in wills and were frequently ratified by the council after the death of the master. In a typical example, the executors of the will of Philip Ludwell praying the approbation of this Board for the manumitting of Jonathan Pearse... in consideration of his faithful services, represented the desire of the deceased, as contained in his will. In 1735, the widow of John Smith declared that her husband, "being possessed of a Negro man named Robin for whom he had a very great affection did on his death bed declare his mind & earnest desire to be that the said Negro Robin for his fidelity and diligent service should immediately after his decease be free & discharged from all further servitude." To fulfill Smith's wish, the widow "humbly prayed the approbation of this Board therein pursuant to the Act of Assembly in that case made & provided." In 1741, the nineteen-year-old slave Lilly, who was granted freedom by her female owner in her will, was likewise declared free "on account of several very acceptable services done by her."

Occasionally not even the meager justification of good services is offered to claim meritorious service, as in this case from 1749: "Upon the Recommendation of his Honor the Governor it is ordered, that a Negro man, born a Slave, belonging to his Honor, named Captain John, be manumitted and set free."

Despite the explicit opposition of Virginia legislators and planters to manumission, a few slaves managed to litigate for their freedom and, at the very least, forced authorities to consider their claims. In 1749, for instance, a mulatto name Abram Newton petitioned the council for his freedom, claiming that he had been married to Elizabeth Young, a free mulatto woman who had purchased him, that the two had lived together until her death, and that, "writing under her hand," she had given him "his discharge after her death." After inquiring if any party claimed to own Newton as a slave, the council "ordered that the said Abram be manumitted and set free according to the will of his deceased wife and mistress." This was of course an exceptional case, as Abram petitioned for freedom after his owner's death, and the master happened to be also his wife.

In those few cases in which slaves litigated their freedom against their masters, however, they faced not only formidable legal obstacles to prove that they had been wrongly enslaved, but also the reprisals of their putative owners. In 1711 a black man named John Demereea, petitioned the council "to prove his freedom" and obtained an order from them stating that "his master should not punish him for his coming without leave to present his petition." A few years later, in 1717, another black man, John Coomee, argued that he had been wrongfully enslaved by a resident of Elizabeth City County and claimed to be a "freeman." Although in both cases the petitioners managed to lodge their claims, they both faced the ire of their alleged owners. Demereea complained that the person who claimed to be his owner "had beat him in the most inhumane and severe manner." Coomee suffered a similar fate, as he was whipped, placed in irons, and threatened to be transported out of the colony.

In county courts as well, when other avenues for freedom were closed off in 1723, a significant number of slaves continued to petition for freedom, simply declaring that they were "born of a free woman" as reason enough to make them free. Some of them claimed an Indian or white mother, others that their mother, although a "negro," was free. For example, in 1723 in Northampton County, Thomas Ferrell, "mulatto," petitioned for freedom on the ground that he had reached the age of thirty-one years (the statutory indenture for a bastard born of interracial fornication), but he then added to his petition "being born of a white woman." In 1732, Nanny Bandy (alias Judea) petitioned that she was illegally held as a slave, and born on the body of a white woman. In 1747, Will, "mulatto," petitioned for his freedom, and "Indian Will" sued in the same year, claiming that "his mother was very well known to be a free Indian." Although Indian Will lost his case, the others were successful.

One case from Northampton County demonstrates the changing status of free people of color on the Eastern Shore in the early eighteenth century. Jane Webb, born in the early 1680s as the daughter of a white woman and a man of color, was a servant in the household of Henry Warren, a white planter. According to her lawsuit some years later, in 1703, she reached an agreement with Thomas Savage that she could marry his slave Left, and in return she would bind herself to him as a servant for a seven year term, and the children she had with Left would serve Savage until age eighteen; at the end of seven years, he would be free, and any children they had after that would be free as well.

At the end of Jane's term of service, in 1711, Savage had the court bind her three children to him "according to the law." This effectively extended Jane's children's service an additional three years, because the law of 1703 had set indentures for the children of a freedwoman at twenty-one years. Thus, when Jane began petitioning for the freedom of eighteen-year-old Dinah in 1722, the petition was dismissed. Dinah
did not win her freedom until she turned twenty-one and brought her own suit in 1725. Jane also sued Savage in chancery in 1725 over the status of her other children, charging that he had violated the terms of their original contract. Angry at the court's decision in Savage's favor, Jane declared that «if all Virginia Negroes had as good a heart as she had they would all be free». For these «dangerous words tending to the breach of the peace», she was sentenced to ten lashes the very next day. Savage countered that he had never promised to free Left, and that he could not remember how long her children were to serve. Jane sought to introduce the testimony of other free people of color, and the court took several months to decide whether «Negro evidence» should be allowed. After four months, they decided «none such ought to be allowed», and Jane gave up her suit. Jane's inability to protect her family, the corporal punishment she suffered for making a statement in favor of freedom, and the refusal to admit testimony by free people of color, were all new developments in Northampton County Court.86

Jane Webb's son, Abimeelek Webb, also challenged boundaries, telling a white woman with whom he was working that «the Negroes... would be free». When she asked how they would go about it», he answered, «with their one indeavour and godalmightys assistance or blessing, for what would it be fore the Negroes to go through this County in one night time». This declaration set off a hue and cry about a «negro conspiracy» in the county and led to other slaves being rounded up for questioning.87 Webb herself finally gained some relief from the court in 1740 by playing on their sympathies to gain exemption from the head tax, writing, «whereas your petitioner is very old and likewise decipted and am not able to git tobcco to pay my leavy».

Despite the continuing efforts of some slaves to win freedom, the 1723 ban on manumission severely limited their ability to do so, just as in Louisiana. Yet the people who had become free in the years before 1723 continued to appear in county court records, as the courts tried — apparently unsuccessfully — to crack down on «fornication» and «bastard bearing» among whites, mulattoes, and negroes, free and enslaved. These records bear the evidence of extensive mixing among the «lower orders» of all races, blurring the lines between black and white as well as those between slave and free.

Communities of Free People of Color Before 1770

The different manumission legal regimes of Havana, Louisiana and Virginia produced, over time, dramatically different social structures, customs, and «rights». In some fundamental ways, the three societies were roughly similar. By the 1770s, whites constituted the majority of the population in each of them, between 55 and 58 percent of the population. Slaves constituted a sizeable minority, from 30 to 40 percent of the population and were the economic engine of these colonial economies (Table 1). By the size and economic role of their respective slave populations, these were all slave societies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place, Year</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>Whites (%)</th>
<th>Slaves (%)</th>
<th>Free People of Color as Percentage of Total Population</th>
<th>Free Population</th>
<th>Nonwhite Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Havana, 1774</td>
<td>75,618</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia, ca. 1770</td>
<td>447,016</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans, 1771</td>
<td>3,127</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The most significant difference between them concerned the size and importance of the free-colored community. As Kimberly Hanger has argued, a «critical mass» was important for a socially-identifiable, separate free-colored community to exist.88 By the 1770s only Havana boasted a numerous and well-established community of free people of color. The free population of color, listed as «negros» and «mulatos», represented about 14 percent of the total population, one fifth of the free population, and about one third of the non-white population of the city and its district. In New Orleans, still a small urban center in a frontier colony, the free people of color represented only 3 percent of the total population, 5 percent of the free population, and 7 percent of the non-white population. The proportion of free blacks was even lower in Virginia, where they represented less than 1 percent of the
free people of color were still able to own property in the eighteenth century; what made the difference to their status was that whites, fearing slave conspiracies and other consequences of racial mixing, began to deny basic legal rights to free people of color, making «freedom» a less meaningful status. In 1723, for example, the legislature passed a law against voting or officeholding by any «Free negro, mulatto or Indian». Gooch explained to royal officials that this exclusion was necessary as a «perpetual Brand» on blacks as different and inferior to whites\(^9\).

During the seventeenth century, free people of color on the Eastern Shore lived dispersed among whites, raising livestock and growing tobacco. Some planters owned significant acreage of land, livestock, guns and other personal effects. They participated in networks of patronage and trade with whites as well as other free blacks. These free «negros» and «mulattos» used the county courts frequently to sue whites and other free people of color for unpaid debts, to record deeds transferring cattle and other property, to bind out their children as servants, and to petition for their the freedom of their children or to secure their own free status. They gave testimony against whites and often won their cases against whites. They also appear frequently in the court records, as do white servants, for «fornication» and «bastard bearing»\(^9\).

Anthony Johnson is the most celebrated of the Eastern Shore's free people of color, reputed by some to have owned a dozen servants including white servants. The court records do not bear evidence of white servants, however, it is certain that Johnson owned upwards of two hundred and fifty acres of land and at least two black servants, as well as several herds of livestock. In 1654, he won a lawsuit against his white neighbor for the return of Johnson's slave John Casor, who had been staying on the neighbor's property. Despite Johnson's relative prosperity and success in the county courts, he still suffered on the basis of his race in court, at least after death. His land reverted («escheated») to the Crown when he died in 1670 because «he was a Negroe and by consequence an alien»\(^9\).

The dramatic shift in fortunes of people of color on the Eastern Shore in the eighteenth century suggests the power of legal regulation. Of course, after Bacon's Rebellion, in addition to the legal changes instituted in Richmond, there was an enormous demographic shift, as large numbers of slaves began to be imported directly from Africa, dwarfing the small population of free people of color. Virginia had become a slave society. Yet, those free people of color who remained continued to mix with whites as well as slaves, and they were well positioned to take advantage of the legal changes that occurred another century later.
Bishop reported that due to the growth of the city, "we will have a new parish because the blacks [los morenos] want to build a temple to the Holy Spirit... to have in it their burials; they are building it, they are many and it will be easy". In 1640 they purchased a new house, which was probably used to build their church\textsuperscript{101}. By the 1640s the church was finished and its square served as a social space that "all blacks" used in festivities to dance and entertain themselves, with the approval of the Bishop and license from the Governor... with this they collect charity for masses, for the dead, and for the service of the Holy Sacrament\textsuperscript{102}.

When the first synod of the Cuban diocese reviewed the existence of religious confraternities in 1681, the one devoted to the Holy Spirit «of free blacks, in their parish» was confirmed\textsuperscript{103}.

Free blacks also performed military duties and participated in the colonial militia since the late sixteenth century. It is noteworthy that when the first military census was issued by local authorities in 1582, it included freedmen, who represented about 11 percent of all individuals fit to serve. Among those listed was Hernández de Salazar, «moreno», who was described as «captain of the blacks»\textsuperscript{104}. In 1630 the «captain of the company of the freed blacks» («negros horros») was free black Luis Rodríguez de la Soledad; in 1694 it was «captain Francisco Ponce\textsuperscript{105}. By 1760 the militia companies of free blacks («morenos») and mulattos («pardos») had 2,493 soldiers, 60 percent of the militia men in the city. Participation in the militia conferred them with status and privileges. Many of these soldiers were successful artisans and shop owners who were themselves slave owners. In 1757 the captains of the battalions of «pardos» and «morenos» provided uniforms for their own troops.

A mid-eighteenth century description of Havana made reference to this group of prosperous free people of color, arguing that locally-born «negros» and «pardos» were very competent in the exercise of crafts, including those that required «greater ability, refinement and genius, such as silversmith, sculpture, painting, and carving, as can be seen in their marvelous works\textsuperscript{106}.

The consolidation of a free colored community in early colonial Havana did not happen due to the favorable «attitude» of local residents, as Tannenbaum would have it. In fact, there is evidence to sustain the opposite argument: that this community developed despite the efforts of the local elite who sought to circumscribe and debase free blacks as much as possible. Nothing illustrates this better than the attempt, spearheaded by the town council of Havana in 1565, to expel all freed people, on the argument that their presence was «damaging» to the city\textsuperscript{107}. The attempt did not prosper, but the development of a free colored community in Havana owed little to the attitudes of local
powerbrokers. Not even military service protected "pardo" militiamen from humiliation and degradation. As the captain of one of the companies complained in 1714, some people insulted them, calling them "dogs and mulattoes". His request to the King was powerfully simple, an excellent illustration of how the free people of color struggled to achieve social standing and respect. He simply wanted to be addressed by his name.108

Conclusion

Across the Americas, enslaved people sought freedom for themselves and their family members by any means possible. Most often, they achieved free status through hard work, financial accumulation, negotiation, and sometimes legal confrontation. Frequently, manumissions were not a private matter, but involved the mediation and consent of public authorities. Yet opportunities for self-purchase and other forms of manumissions varied according to time and to place. In Havana over the course of the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, manumission never faced serious legal challenge. Although there is evidence that slaveowners and local authorities presented the existence and social assertiveness of free blacks, they were constrained by a deep rooted legal and institutional order in which the possibility of manumission was firmly entrenched. Furthermore, practices of gradual self-purchase such as coartación became more firmly entrenched in custom, leading to the creation of ambiguous intermediate categories that did not fully fit with either slavery or freedom. In Louisiana, a restrictive legal code d by local slaveholding practices in the earlier-established French colonies guaranteed that manumission would remain a rare phenomenon during the years 1724-1763. By the time the Louisiana Code Noir was promulgated, the manumission regime of the French Caribbean colonies had become increasingly restrictive. These restrictions were codified in the slave law of Louisiana. By contrast in Virginia, where settlers had no comparable legal precedents to draw on, a period of relatively easy manumission and self-purchase in the seventeenth century was followed by severe restrictions in the eighteenth century. Compared to Havana, where manumission was conceived primarily as a slaveowner prerogative and a private matter, manumissions in the restrictive legal regimes of eighteenth-century Virginia and Louisiana required the approval of local authorities.

These varying trajectories led to formation of significantly different communities of free people of color in the three colonies. Although both French New Orleans and the Eastern Shore of Virginia developed significant free communities of color, they both paled in size and in power to that of Havana. The strength and size of the free colored community made an important difference to the efforts in all three societies of white elites to draw a sharp line between black and white, slave and free. The very existence of free people of color challenged the association between race and status, an ideal pursued by legislators in all three regions. Moreover, a larger community of free people of color was able to provide additional resources and network support for slaves seeking their own freedom. Legal precedents did not necessarily determine the course of these histories, but did play an important role in creating different demographic and social realities with lasting effects.
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